Saturn car symbol

Following the withdrawal of a bid by Penske Automotive to acquire Saturn in September ,
General Motors discontinued the Saturn brand and ended its outstanding franchises on October
31, Alex C. Mair began discussions of a "revolutionary new", small car project codenamed
Saturn in June Smith and GM's President F. James McDonald. Twelve months later, the first
Saturn demonstration vehicle was revealed. On January 7, , the Saturn Corporation was
officially founded. Citing full disclosure, Saturn was founded as a private, employee-owned
company, by former GM leadership. They remained private until GM bought them out, and
effectively "rewrote" company history. Production of both Saturn vehicles started in as early
model year vehicles. The Saturn SW was later added for GM had plans for a sedan , a coupe , a
convertible, a wagon , and even a sport utility vehicle ; however, Saturn's first sport utility
vehicle , the Vue did not appear until the model year. The first Saturn dealership opened in
Memphis, Tennessee. Saturn Corporation was launched as a "different kind of car company",
and Saturn even had its own unique car models although later models shared platforms with
other GM vehicles to be more cost effective in the market , and their own dealership network
that was separate from the rest of GM. Results at Saturn, however, were more doubtful than
positive. According to The Wall Street Journal , the project was too ambitious, as "everything at
Saturn is new: the car, the plant, the workforce, the dealer network and the manufacturing
process. Not even Toyota , a highly successful and experienced automaker, tackles more than
two new items on any single project. Also, Saturn opened at considerably higher cost than the
Japanese transplants factories that Japanese automakers established in the United States.
Nonetheless, the brand was immediately known for its "no haggle" prices. The first Saturn
model, the S-Series , was significantly successful. In , Saturn's ,th car, "Carla", was built. In May
, Saturn's one millionth car entered the market. In , Saturn became the first General Motors
North American vehicle to be fully built with right-hand-drive on the same assembly line as the
left-hand-drive vehicles the previous right-hand-drive GM North American vehicle were built in
countries with left-hand road rule using knock-down kit and customized dashboard and steering
components as it entered the Japanese market. Also in , Saturn began production of its all new
L-Series for the model year. By the time the Saturn brand was launched in Japan, however, the
Japanese economy was already in a sharp decline following the collapse of the Japanese asset
price bubble. That same year, the L-Series was discontinued. The Sky roadster was introduced
in as a model. In for the model year, the AURA midsize sedan made its way to dealerships,
alongside the Outlook , a larger CUV than the Vue, and was the last year that the Ion was
produced. The Ion was replaced by the European-built Astra in Saturn was believed to have had
a disagreement with GM and was not very accepting of the company closing. In US
Congressional hearings on December 2, , General Motors announced its intentions to focus on
their four core brands Chevrolet , Buick , Cadillac and GMC , with the sale, consolidation, or
closure of Saturn and the remaining brands Pontiac , Hummer , and Saab , with Oldsmobile
having already discontinued production in In February , GM declared its intent to part with this
brand by closing or selling the division, either to investors or to dealers, as part of restructuring
plans dependent upon the receipt of a second round of government loans " bailout " funding.
By the end of , GM closed all of its 46 Saturn dealerships in Canada, even those Saturn
dealerships also selling Saab vehicles. GM and Penske decided that they could no longer make
a business case to distribute Saturn vehicles in Canada after the sale of the brand. Saturn's
customer service, parts, and warranty operations moved to other GM dealerships in Canada. On
September 30, , Penske ended its deal with General Motors because of Penske not finding
another manufacturer to manufacture the Saturn cars. At one point Penske was in talks with
some car manufacturers including Renault Samsung Motors and the Renault-Nissan Alliance ,
however talks with the Renault-Nissan Alliance had ended mainly because of objections from
the Nissan part of the alliance. Another part of the deal between Penske and GM was for GM to
continue making the Aura , the Outlook , and the Vue until , and then another manufacturer
would take over, but since Penske didn't find another car manufacturer that was willing to
continue production of Saturn vehicles, the deal between Penske and GM ended. As a result of
this, General Motors announced that the Saturn brand would be discontinued in , and that all
Saturn dealerships would be closed by October 31, , or until all of their inventory had been sold.
Customers were required to have owned their Saturns for at least six months and were not
required to trade them in to be eligible for the incentives. Saturn Authorized Service Providers
are responsible for all aspects of service, including warranty service, on Saturn vehicles. The
Captiva Sport was mostly unchanged from the discontinued Saturn Vue. However, the Captiva
Sport did not have a hybrid version available, like the Vue did. Originally, the company's
products used a dedicated platform called the Z-body and a dedicated engine, the 1. All of the
original Saturns featured dent-resistant plastic body panels which were also touted as allowing
the company to change the look of the vehicles readily. However, in practice, the company did

not often take advantage of this capability. The Saturn S-Series family of cars were produced
from to S-Series cars had three generations: First generation cars were produced from to For
the model year Saturn used a "first generation" exterior and "second generation" interior. The
exterior of the model looked the same as the first generation cars, but it had larger gauge faces
on the instrument cluster and a redesigned center console. In , the second generation S-Series
sedan was introduced. The third generation sedan received only minor design changes for the
production run. Most notably, the exterior body panels were updated once again, and new paint
colors were offered. The sedan retained many of the same mechanical components with an
updated interior design. In , the second generation of the sport coupe model was introduced
with a more scooped headlight front. The coupe models received a suicide door behind the
driver side door. The wagon was introduced for the model year and it was produced until The
first significant change came with the Saturn L-Series mid-size car. It shared the GM platform
with the Opel Vectra , along with its engine. It was built at a GM factory in Wilmington, Delaware.
The model year cars were designated LS-1 4 cylinder and LS-2 6 cylinder. However, as
Lincoln-Mercury owned the LS designator, and to prevent a lawsuit, Saturn changed the
designators to L and L for the model years â€” The Saturn L was discontinued after the model
year. The production of the Saturn Ion was temporarily stopped for three weeks in due to Saturn
dealerships having an overstock of Ion vehicles. The plastic body panels were discontinued on
all Saturn models after the model year. None of the Saturn models used plastic body panels.
The Saturn Astra was a rebadged version of the Opel Astra. The Saturn Astra was built in
Antwerp, Belgium. Saturn had featured two sub-lines of their vehicles: the Green Line and the
Red Line. The Green Line Saturn models were environmentally friendly mild hybrid vehicles,
and the Red Line Saturn models were high-performance and sporty vehicles. From Wikipedia,
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SUV. Concept car. A planet symbol or planetary symbol is a graphical symbol used in astrology
and astronomy to represent a classical planet including the Sun and the Moon or one of the
eight modern planets. The symbols are also used in alchemy to represent the metals that are
associated with the planets. The use of these symbols is based in ancient Greco-Roman

astronomy , although their current shapes are a development of the 16th century. The
International Astronomical Union IAU discourages the use of these symbols in modern journal
articles, and their style manual proposes one- and two-letter abbreviations for the names of the
planets for cases where planetary symbols might be used, such as in the headings of tables.
The symbols of Venus and Mars are also used to represent female and male in biology following
a convention introduced by Linnaeus in the s. The written symbols for Mercury, Venus, Jupiter,
and Saturn have been traced to forms found in late Greek papyri. Bianchini's planisphere 2nd
century, Louvre inv. Ma [4] shows the seven planets represented by portraits of the seven
corresponding gods, each with a simple representation of an attribute, as follows: Mercury has
a caduceus ; Venus has a cord attached to her necklace which is connected to another
necklace; Mars has a spear; Jupiter has a staff; Saturn has a scythe; the Sun has a circlet with
rays emanating from it; and the Moon has a headdress with a crescent attached to it. A diagram
in the astronomical compendium by Johannes Kamateros 12th century shows the Sun
represented by the circle with a ray, Jupiter by the letter zeta the initial of Zeus , Jupiter's
counterpart in Greek mythology , Mars by a shield crossed by a spear, and the remaining
classical planets by symbols resembling the modern ones, without the cross-mark seen in
modern versions of the symbols. These cross-marks first appear in the late 15th or early 16th
century. According to Maunder, the addition of crosses appears to be "an attempt to give a
savour of Christianity to the symbols of the old pagan gods. The modern symbols for the seven
classical planets are found in a woodcut of the seven planets in a Latin translation of Abu
Ma'shar 's De Magnis Coniunctionibus printed at Venice in , represented as the corresponding
gods riding chariots. Early modern depiction of the planet symbols in an alchemical context
Musaeum Hermeticum , Page spread with the signs for Mars and Venus from a illustrated
edition of Abu Ma'shar 's De Magnis Coniunctionibus in the by translation by Herman of
Carinthia , c. Depiction of the planets in a 15th-century Arabic manuscript of Abu Ma'shar's
"Book of nativities" [7]. Medieval planisphere showing the zodiac and the classical planets. The
planets are represented by seven faces. Earth is not one of the classical planets the word
"planet" by definition describing "wandering stars" as seen from Earth's surface. Its status as
planet is a consequence of the development of heliocentrism. In other contexts the same
symbol represents the Sun and has been given the name Sun cross in modern times. The
"globus cruciger" symbol is also used as an alchemical symbol of antimony. One symbol, ,
invented by J. Claiming the right to name his discovery, Urbain Le Verrier originally proposed
the name Neptune [16] and the symbol of a trident , [17] while falsely stating that this had been
officially approved by the French Bureau des Longitudes. Pluto was also considered a planet
from its discovery in until its re-classification as a " dwarf planet " in The crescent shape has
been used to represent the Moon since earliest times. Its representation with the horns pointing
sideways as a heraldic crescent increscent or crescent decrescent is early modern. The Moon
symbol representing silver mining in the municipal coat of arms of Sala in Sweden. Mercury
symbol, representing mercury quicksilver mining, in the municipal coat of arms of Stahlberg ,
Rhineland-Palatinate , Germany. It originates from an evolution of the initial letter of the Ancient
Greek name Phosphoros of the planet, [25] and was adopted in Late Antiquity as an astrological
symbol for the planet Venus , [ citation needed ] and hence as an old and obsolete alchemical
symbol for copper. In botany and biology , it is used to represent the female sex alongside the
astrological symbol for Mars representing the male sex , [26] following a convention introduced
by Linnaeus in the s. In the Bianchini's planisphere 2nd century , Venus is represented by a
necklace. Medieval Johannes Kamateros, 12th century form of the Venus symbol; the horizontal
stroke was added to form a Christian cross in the early modern period. The Venus symbol in the
municipal coat of arms of Falun Municipality in Sweden , here representing copper mining.
Raised fist within Venus symbol, used as a symbol of second-wave feminism s [32]. Bianchini's
planisphere , produced in the 2nd century, has a circlet with rays radiating from it. Medieval
Johannes Kamateros, 12th century [30] astronomical symbol for the Sun and alchemical symbol
for gold. As astrological symbol it represents the planet Mars. It is also the old and obsolete
symbol for iron in alchemy. In zoology and botany, it is used to represent the male sex
alongside the astrological symbol for Venus representing the female sex , [26] following a
convention introduced by Linnaeus in the s. The symbol in its current form represents spear
and shield and dates to the early 16th century. It is derived from a medieval form where the
spear was drawn across the shield, which in turn was based on a convention used in antiquity
Bianchini's planisphere which represented Mars by a spear. The Mars symbol representing iron
mining in the municipal coat of arms of Karlskoga in Sweden. The modern symbol as used from
the 16th century is apparently based on a majuscule zeta with the addition of a vertical stroke to
form the Christian cross. Emblem of the Fraternitas Saturni , a German magical order founded
in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Saturn symbol. Graphical symbols
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a black bearded man, kneeling and holding a scythe or axe; Mercury is shown as a scribe
holding an open codex; Jupiter as a man of the law wearing a turban; Venus as a lute-player;
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of Neptune. Smithsonian Institution. Universe Today. Retrieved 18 March The Observatory.
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Their first biological use is in the Linnaean dissertation Plantae hybridae xxx sistit J. A coat of
arms including a copper sign is recorded for ; the current design dates to the early 20th century,
and was given official recognition in It was slightly simplified upon the formation of the modern
municipality in registered with the Swedish Patent and Registration Office. Greek Horoscopes.
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categories: Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Commons
category link is locally defined All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from December Articles with unsourced statements from May Commons category
link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Earth symbols. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Luna symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Crescent moon
symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mercury symbols. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Venus symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Sun symbols.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mars symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Jupiter symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Saturn symbols.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pluto symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Ceres symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media related to 2 Pallas symbols.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to 3 Juno symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Planet symbols. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Alchemical symbols. Saturn is the name of the General Motors Company subdivision,
created in and discontinued in The idea behind the brand was to build a different management
system, and the branch was privately owned by its employees. The GMC subdivision was on the
American market for only 25 years, and during all this time it used only one logo, created in the
middle of the s. In the s the image gained three-dimensional contours, but the color palette and
the design concept have never been changed. The Saturn logo was composed of a clean solid
square in a silver frame. The main background color was scarlet red, which created a chic and
bright contrast with the glossy metallic details of the badge. The emblem was usually
accompanied by a custom sans-serif wordmark in black, which was placed on the right. The
silver and red Saturn symbol is a brilliant example of contemporary design and a minimalist
approach in art. It is simple, clean, yet extremely elegant and memorable. Of course, the
planetary explanation is the first that comes in mind when seeing the name of the brand and
looking at its logo, but there is actually one more meaning for Saturn. Saturn Logo. Updated:
Chevrolet Camaro Dodge Charger Ford Mustang Get help here. Indicator light means the engine
temperature has exceeded normal limits. Check coolant level, fan operation, radiator cap,
coolant leaks. It normally indicates a problem with the battery itself or the alternator. Indicator
light means loss of oil pressure, meaning lubrication is low or lost completely. Immediately
check the oil level and pressure. Indicator light turns on when the handbrake is on. If it lit
continuously, it means that hydraulic pressure has been lost in one side of the brake system or
that the fluid level in the master cylinder is dangerously low due to a leak somewhere in the
brake system. These lights indicate an issue with your car that needs either an immediate action
or checking. Indicator light means the pressure is low in one of your tires. Indicator light means
that the vehicles TCS traction control system has been deactivated. Indicator light means your
steering wheel is locked and can not be moved. To turn off the steering lock, insert the key into
the ignition and turn it to at least the first position while turning the steering wheel in either
direction. Indicator light turns on when the vehicle TCS traction control system is activated.
Indicator light turns on when there is a fault condition in an area of the vehicle chassis systems
such asâ€”the anti-lock ABS brake system, the traction control TCS system, the electronic
suspension system, or the brake hydraulic system. Indicator light will turn on momentarily if the

ignition switch is locked and will need the proper transponder-equipped key to restart. If the
light is visible when the vehicle is on, then it typically indicates a malfunction in the security
system. Indicator light means a fault with the side airbag. Indicator light means that the Engine
Computer has limited engine power output. Indicator light means that a seat belt has not been
secured for a passenger in the vehicle. Indicator light turns on when a powertrain or AWD fault
has been detected. Contact your mechanic as soon as possible. Indicator light turns on if there
is an issue with the power steering system, and will be disabled until fixed. Indicator light
means that oil life has expired. Indicator light usually accompanied by another warning light and
indicates that one or more warning systems have been detected. Indicator light will turn on
when a new message is stored in the information display. It will be red or amber in color
depending on the severity of the message and will remain on until the cause of the message has
been rectified. Indicator light turns on when the electric parking brake has a malfunction.
Indicator light means that a vehicle in front is too close or is being approached too quickly, or
that a stationary obstacle exists in the direction of travel. Indicator light turns on when there is
reduced airflow to the engine. Have the air filter replaced or inspected. Indicator light means
child safety lock is active. Indicator light turns on whenever the engine is turned on to check the
bulb. Indicator light means the catalytic converter is either overheating or not operating as
intended. Indicator light means that the brake fluid level is low. Indicator light means that the
brake pads are worn. Indicator light means an exterior brake light bulb is defective. Check the
operation of all the exterior brake light bulbs. Indicator light means there may be a malfunction
in the ABS system. Indicator light turns on when there is a malfunction with the 4WD system.
Indicator light turns on when the front airbag is switched off. If this lamp lights up or flashes
there is a fault in the airbag or seatbelt system. Indicator light turns on when there is a fault in
the rear spoiler system. Indicator light means there is a need to contact an authorised repairer.
Indicator light means that there is a problem with the air suspension bags, likely due to a leak or
inflation issue. These symbols are usually blue, green, or yellow in colour. Indicator light means
that the vehicles dipped beam is on. Indicator light means that there is an exterior light on the
vehicle that is not functioning properly. Indicator light turns on if there is an issue detected with
the headlight range control system. Indicator light means front fog lights are turned on.
Indicator light means the Auto High Beam system has switched on high beam headlights.
Indicator light will lit when adaptive headlights are turned on. Indicator light will turn on when
the normal headlights are in use. Indicator light means there is an issue with the sensor system.
The wipers and lights will not function automatically. To avoid future problems with your car it
is important to check not just the warning lights but also the common vehicle lights. Indicator
light means that the window defrost is in operation. Indicator light indicates if the windscreen
washer fluid reservoir is nearly empty. Fill the washer fluid reservoir. Indicator light means that
the rear window defrost is in operation. Indicator light means that the car is running low on fuel
and will soon need a refill. Indicator light means the key is not in the car. Indicator light means
that the car hood is not closed properly. Indicator light means hazard lights are turned on.
Indicator light turns on when one or more doors of the car are not shut properly. Indicator light
means that one of the turn signals left or right has been activated. The advanced feature
symbols of your car are associated with a special and advanced automotive feature. It prompts
you if there are potential issues or if the system is active and operating. Indicator light means
the vehicle is detected to be moving out of its current lane without signalling. Indicator light
turns on when the lane assist system is switched on and road markings can be detected.
Indicator light lets you know when your key fob battery needs to be changed and replaced, so
you can continue using the remote. It could be due to a glitch or worn out key. Indicator light
turns on when the system is activated and helps you maintain a specific speed while driving
down a hill. Indicator light turns on when a potential collision is detected. Indicator light will
turn on when the Eco function is activated. Indicator light means the cruise control system is
activated. Indicator light will turn on while the roof is either opening or closing. If the lamp is lit
continuously the roof is not fully opened, or there is a fault in the system. Indicator light means
that the brake hold system is functioning properly. Indicator light turns on when a vehicle or
obstruction is detected in the blind spot. Indicator light means the windscreen wipers are in
operation on Automatic mode. Indicator light turns on when the AEB system is turned off or
when the radar sensor or cover is blocked with dirt or snow. Indicator light means that the
speed limiter function is activated. Indicator light means that the air flow is distributed between
front side window, windscreen and footwell de-misting vents. One of the common
diesel-powered car dashboard light symbols is the glow plug indicator. If it flashes, an issue
has been detected, such as a worn out glow plug. Indicator light means that the diesel fuel filter
is full, and needs to be emptied to avoid engine damage. Indicator light means that the diesel
exhaust fluid reservoir is low on fluid. Indicator light means you have to fill the tank with more

exhaust fluid. Indicator light means either the AdBlue system is malfunctioning or the system is
not filled with the standard liquid. Indicator light means water in fuel filter has reached
maximum capacity. Drain the water from filter. Now what? You must be worried. First of all, it
just pops on. No explanation whatsoever. News Flash: Failing to acknowledge a flashing light
on your dashboard can get you stranded in the middle of nowhere or stuck on the side of a
busy highway. Fact: when the check engine light comes on it spells bad news. What should you
do? Car Warning Light Symbols and Indicators. Engine Temperature Warning Light Indicator
light means the engine temperature has exceeded normal limits. Oil Pressure Warning Light
Indicator light means loss of oil pressure, meaning lubrication is low or lost completely. Brake
Warning Light Indicator light turns on when the handbrake is on. Transmission Temperature
Indicator light means the engine temperature has exceeded normal limits. Tire Pressure
Warning Light Indicator light means the pressure is low in one of your tires. Steering Wheel
Lock Indicator light means your steering wheel is locked and can not be moved. Service Vehicle
Soon Indicator light turns on when there is a fault condition in an area of the vehicle chassis
systems such asâ€”the anti-lock ABS brake system, the traction control TCS system, the
electronic suspension system, or the brake hydraulic system. Security Alert Indicator light will
turn on momentarily if the ignition switch is locked and will need the proper
transponder-equipped key to restart. Side Airbag Indicator light means a fault with the side
airbag. Reduced Power Warning Indicator light means that the Engine Computer has limited
engine power output. Seat Belt Indicator Indicator light means that a seat belt has not been
secured for a passenger in the vehicle. Press Clutch Pedal Indicator to push the clutch. Power
Steering Warning Light Indicator light turns on if there is an issue with the power steering
system, and will be disabled until fixed. Press Brake Pedal Indicator to push the brake pedal.
Parking Brake Light Indicator light means park brake is on. Oil Change Reminder Indicator light
means that oil life has expired. Master Warning Light Indicator light usually accompanied by
another warning light and indicates that one or more warning systems have been detected.
Information Warning Light Indicator light will turn on when a new message is stored in the
information display. Electric Park Brake Indicator light turns on when the electric parking brake
has a malfunction. Distance Warning Indicator light means that a vehicle in front is too close or
is being approached too quickly, or that a stationary obstacle exists in the direction of travel.
Clogged Air Filter Indicator light turns on when there is reduced airflow to the engine. Child
Safety Lock Indicator light means child safety lock is active. Catalytic Converter Warning
Indicator light means the catalytic converter is either overheating or not operating as intended.
Brake Fluid Indicator light means that the brake fluid level is low. Brake Pad Warning Indicator
light means that the brake pads are worn. Brake Lights Warning Indicator light means an
exterior brake light bulb is defective. Airbag Indicator Indicator light turns on when the front
airbag is switched off. Airbag Deactivated Indicator light turns on when there is a fault in the
rear spoiler system. Adaptive Suspension Dampers Indicator light means there is a need to
contact an authorised repairer. Air Suspension Indicator light means that there is a problem
with the air suspension bags, likely due to a leak or inflation issue. Low Beam Indicator Light
Indicator light means that the vehicles dipped beam is on. Lamp Out Indicator light means that
there is an exterior light on the vehicle that is not functioning properly. Headlight Range Control
Indicator light turns on if there is an issue detected with the headlight range control system.
Front Fog Lights Indicator light means front fog lights are turned on. Adaptive Light System
Indicator light will lit when adaptive headlights are turned on. Side Light Indicator Indicator light
will turn on when the normal headlights are in use. Rain and Light Sensor Indicator light means
there is an issue with the sensor system. Common Symbols To avoid future problems with your
car it is important to check not just the warning lights but also the common vehicle lights.
Windshield Defrost Indicator light means that the window defrost is in operation. Washer Fluid
Reminder Indicator light indicates if the windscreen washer fluid reservoir is nearly empty. Rear
Window Defrost Indicator light means that the rear window defrost is in operation. Low Fuel
Level Indicator light means that the car is running low on fuel and will soon need a refill. Key
Not in Vehicle Indicator light means the key is not in the car. Hazard Lights On Indicator light
means hazard lights are turned on. Door Ajar Indicator light turns on when one or more doors of
the car are not shut properly. Advanced Feature Symbols The advanced feature symbols of your
car are associated with a special and advanced automotive feature. Rear Spoiler Warning
Indicator light turns on when there is a fault in the rear spoiler system. Lane Departure Warning
Indicator light means the vehicle is detected to be moving out of its current lane without
signalling. Lane Assist Indicator light turns on when the lane assist system is switched on and
road markings can be detected. Key Fob Battery Low Indicator light lets you know when your
key fob battery needs to be changed and replaced, so you can continue using the remote. Hill
Descent Control Indicator light turns on when the system is activated and helps you maintain a

specific speed while driving down a hill. Forward Collision Warning Indicator light turns on
when a potential collision is detected. Eco Driving Indicator Indicator light will turn on when the
Eco function is activated. Cruise Control Indicator light means the cruise control system is
activated. Convertible Roof Warning Light Indicator light will turn on while the roof is either
opening or closing. Brake Hold Indicator Light Indicator light means that the brake hold system
is functioning properly. Blind Spot Indicator Light Indicator light turns on when a vehicle or
obstruction is detected in the blind spot. Auto Windscreen Wiping Indicator light means the
windscreen wipers are in operation on Automatic mode. Speed Limiter Indicator light means
that the speed limiter function is activated. Seat Temperature Indicator light means that the air
flow is distributed between front side window, windscreen and footwell de-misting vents.
Diesel-Powered Vehicle Symbols One of the common diesel-powered car dashboard light
symbols is the glow plug indicator. Fuel Filter Warning Indicator light means that the diesel fuel
filter is full, and needs to be emptied to avoid engine damage. Exhaust Fluid Indicator light
means that the diesel exhaust fluid reservoir is low on fluid. AdBlue Tank is Empty Indicator
light means you have to fill the tank with more exhaust fluid. AdBlue Malfunction Indicator light
means either the AdBlue system is malfunctioning or the system is not filled with the standard
liquid. Water Fluid Filter Warning Indicator light means water in fuel filter has reached maximum
capacity. Your Questions Answered â€” View all. Get in Touch. Check Car Buy Now. Search for:.
You have 0 item in cart. View cart. Need an extension cable? Want to go green? Saturn was
launched in as a subsidiary of General Motors to stave off Japanese imports flooding the North
American car market. By emulating foreign market strategies and distancing itself from GM,
Saturn quickly became a success. Most people can agree the Saturn badge looks like the planet
which shares the same nameâ€”specifically the lower-left quadrant of the sphere. Admittedly,
red stands out much more. The astrological symbol for Saturn also has an arching crescent, a
sickle representing the harvesting of an old regime and the enthroning of a new one. Never
looked at the Saturn logo this way, have you? Thus, the sweeping arc could be seen as a rocket
plume circling a planetâ€”either Saturn, the moon, or Earth. Really, the logo could represent
both the rocket and the planet. How about that! Smart Suggestions: Tips for the best used car
shopping experience. News Sources: CarLogos. The News Wheel is a digital auto magazine
providing readers with a fresh perspective on the latest car news. See more articles from The
News Wheel. The News Wheel. So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following are
warning lights and indicators found in vehicles built by Saturn. Click a link to learn more about
each one. They are roughly ordered by importance, which tends to be by color red, amber,
yellow, orange, green, blue, gray. There are over 30 of them, so search carefully! Remember that
only proper service and repair procedures will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your
car. These posts are for information sharing purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an
OEM service manual or factory authorized service procedure. We are not in the auto repair
business nor do we publish automotive service manuals. Nothing we include on these pages
and posts has been reviewed, approved or authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology
is always changing and what is current and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and
inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to the current state of flux in the auto industry,
nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle
navigation DashboardSymbols. Saturn Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on
your dashboard? Related posts. Search for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more.
Brake trouble indicators -- click for more. More brake trouble indicators -- click for more. Oil
warning light -- click for more. Engine temperature indicator -- click for more. Electric power
steering fault indicator -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning
indicator -- click for more. Securit
lexus gs300 manual
66 chevy c20
kama tractor
y indicator -- click for more. Door ajar indicator -- click for more. Check engine light -- click for
more. Reduced engine power indicator -- click for more. Service reminder indicator -- click for
more. Check oil level indicator -- click for more. Low coolant indicator -- click for more. Stability
and Traction control indicator -- click for more. Stability control off indicator -- click for more.
Traction control trouble indicator -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for
more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for more. Haul or tow mode Indicator -- click
for more. All wheel drive fault indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Low
washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Auto engine stop indicators -- click for more. Economy
operation indicator -- click for more. Cruise control indicator -- click for more. Fog lamp
indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator -- click for

more.

